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Barack Obama’s victory over John McCain was due in no 
small part to his spending advantage.1 He gained that 
advantage by collecting private donations, rather than 

accepting a public grant accompanied by a spending limit. Yet 
Obama felt compelled to defend his decision by calling for 
“reform” of a system he described as broken and claiming his 
would be “fi rst general election campaign that’s truly funded 
by the American people.”2 Some of Obama’s supporters and 
a chorus of “reform” organizations continue to advocate 
“updating” the public fi nancing system.3

As John McCain discovered, the biggest threat to public 
fi nancing is competition from the private sector. Since Buckley 
v. Valeo declared that the government could not prohibit private 
fundraising, public fi nancing schemes have had to compete with 
a parallel system of private fi nancing.4 While the initial subsidies 
in the Presidential public fi nancing program were suffi  ciently 
rich to induce candidates to accept limits on spending and 
private contributions, over time private fi nancing methods 
improved and public fi nancing became less attractive. Rather 
than increasing subsidies, public fi nancing advocates initially 
reacted by attempting to impose new limits or burdens on 
private fi nancing.5

Trends in technology and constitutional interpretation are 
likely to continue, however, to make public fi nancing—at least 
that associated with spending limits—unattractive. Low-cost, 
high-volume Internet fundraising has overwhelmed spending 
limits associated with traditional public fi nancing schemes. At 
the same time, courts have clarifi ed that public funding schemes 
may not coerce or handicap privately-funded candidates, for 
instance by giving advantages to publicly-funded candidates on 
account of an opponent’s private fundraising. Further, courts 
have increasingly limited the rationales suffi  cient to justify limits 
on private political fi nancing, and therefore expanded the scope 
and volume of private fi nancing. Th e Supreme Court’s recent 
order for rehearing in Citizens United v. FEC gives a strong hint 
that the Court will extend this trend.6 Reform proposals have 
fi nally adapted with increasing subsidies and by increasing or 
eliminating spending limits. 

In an era of broad-based Internet fundraising, public 
fi nancing begins to look like a cure in search of a disease. Even 
worse, the super-subsidies required to compete with Internet-
enabled fundraising off er powerful inducements to the fraud 
and corruption that campaign fi nance laws are purportedly 
intended to prevent. A campaign fi nance scheme enabling 
corruption is not a cure worse than the disease: it is a contagion 
masquerading as a cure.

It’s the Doctrine, Dummy

An understanding of the public fi nancing advocates’ 
dilemma must begin with a review of the Supreme Court’s 
increasingly structured campaign finance jurisprudence. 
That review begins with Buckley v. Valeo.7 While Buckley 
established that all campaign activity was protected by the First 
Amendment, the per curiam opinion was notably imprecise 
about what standard of review applied.8 Buckley failed to 
utilize any traditional form of constitutional review: strict, 
intermediate or rational basis scrutiny, settling instead for 
“exacting,” with little further description.9 Buckley then applied 
this “standard” separately and with varying results to campaign 
spending (generally not limited), contributions (subject to 
limits) and mandatory disclosure (generally, though not always 
permissible). Th is has led some subsequent cases to refer simply 
to “Buckley’s standard,” without, however, adding any content 
to that description.10

Th is doctrinal imprecision has led to a confused welter 
of decisions, some appearing suspiciously outcome-based. Th e 
Massachusetts Citizens for Life, for instance, we permitted to 
expend corporate funds on candidate advocacy because they 
were small (deriving funds from activities such as bake sales) 
and ideologically motivated.11 Th e Michigan Chamber of 
Commerce, on the other hand, was muzzled because it was too 
big, and might have had the wrong sort of motives.12 Because 
no First Amendment principle distinguishes large from small 
organizations or justifi es probing a speaker’s motives, the Austin 
court rested its holding on alleged abuse of the corporate form: 
the unfairness of deploying resources gained in the economic 
marketplace in the political arena.13 Yet earlier in Buckley and 
subsequently in Davis v. FEC,14 the Court insisted that wealthy 
individuals, most of whom presumably obtained their riches in 
the economic marketplace, have an absolute First Amendment 
right to deploy that wealth in political campaigns.

Similarly divergent outcomes have emerged in contribution 
limit cases. In Nixon v. Shrink Missouri Government PAC, the 
Court decided, based on a “sliding scale” allegedly derived from 
Buckley, that contribution limits as low as $250 for certain 
offi  ces were permissible.15 Yet in Randall v. Sorrell, the Court 
determined $25 was below the constitutional minimum.16

What emerges is not a single “Buckley” standard of review, 
but three standards: strict scrutiny for limits on political speech 
and spending, “close” or “exacting” scrutiny for disclosure 
requirements,17 and a third standard for contribution limits. 
Th e contributions analysis begins with a requirement for a 
compelling government interest, apparently identical to the 
“strict scrutiny” analysis. Yet the cases readily fi nd that interest 
in the objective of preventing corruption or the appearance of 
corruption, with little real examination, and no requirement for 
any evidentiary record.18 However, courts have failed to apply 
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the “narrow tailoring” prong representing the other half of 
strict scrutiny to contributions, claiming to possess no judicial 
“scalpel to probe….” 

In practice, prior to Randall, this meant the courts simply 
deferred to legislative judgment. While Randall drew a line 
against this deference to legislatures, it provided little doctrinal 
or theoretical guidance for future cases. Th e Randall analysis 
rested on a detailed examination of the complex Vermont 
contribution limits regime, which was in many respects not 
terribly diff erent from the Missouri law the court had upheld 
in Shrink. One diff erence cited, for instance, was the lack of an 
indexing provision in Vermont, a rather narrow basis on which 
to fi nd a distinction of constitutional import. 19

To the extent Randall had a doctrinal basis, it rests in the 
requirement that any contribution limit cannot be set so low 
as to prevent a candidate from amassing resources suffi  cient 
for a campaign.20 In addition to providing no yardstick for 
“suffi  ciency,” this formulation appears more akin to a balancing 
test (the government’s interest in preventing corruption balanced 
against the candidate’s interest in suffi  cient campaign funds) than 
a formulation designed to protect constitutional rights.

Strict Scrutiny

Against this confused background, the enduring 
contribution of FEC v. Wisconsin Right to Life may be its 
deployment of two magic words: “strict scrutiny,” followed 
by a classic statement that this standard required a compelling 
government interest and a remedy narrowly tailored to achieving 
that interest.21 WRTL cited numerous campaign fi nance cases 
holding that a “compelling interest” was necessary to justify 
burdens on political speech, including Buckley, though the cited 
section in Buckley did not use this term. Other than Austin, 
however, none of the cited cases used the classic (and often fatal) 
“narrow tailoring” requirement, instead using terms such as 
“suffi  ciently related” or “closely drawn.” Whatever distinctions 
may be discernable among these terms in plain English, the 
studied refusal, prior to WRTL, to use the phrase strict scrutiny 
or to couple the two parts of that test left the campaign fi nance 
fi eld open to disparate standards of interpretation.

Th e signifi cance of Davis amidst the jumble of scrutiny 
tests is twofold. First, Davis defi ned certain devices styled as 
contribution limits to be, in eff ect, limits (or at least burdens) 
on spending, subjecting them to strict scrutiny under WRTL. 
In this category are the various increased contribution limits 
for one candidate, based on another candidate’s spending that 
were directly at issue in Davis, and, by its favorable citation of 
Day v. Holahan, increases in limits triggered by independent 
spending opposed to a candidate.22 Notably, the devices at issue 
in Davis and Day were not limits on a candidate’s or interest 
group’s spending, merely burdens. 

Second, Davis clarifi ed that any such burden required 
compelling justifi cation, and eff ectively reiterated a long series 
of precedents holding that preventing corruption was the only 
compelling justifi cation for burdening private fi nancing. Davis 
rejected several weakly proff ered government interests including 
informational interests, or saving candidates’ time. Th e opinion 
was particularly harsh in criticizing the purported interest in 
equalizing candidates’ resources. Far from being compelling, 

the “leveling” argument was described as “ominous” and 
“dangerous.”23 

Given that Davis explicitly undermined the rationale of 
Austin, and cited Justice Kennedy’s dissent in that case, the 
Citizens United order expressly asking for briefi ng on whether 
Austin should be overturned has been greeted by many as a 
fait accompli.24

The Death of Public Financing

Th e likely fatal implications of Davis for state “clean 
elections” schemes was discussed here in the last issue.25 For the 
Federal Presidential public fi nancing system, and proposals to 
revive it, the eff ects are more subtle, though in the end perhaps no 
less fatal. Th e nub of the problem is that Federal public fi nancing 
schemes, like most of their state counterparts, historically have 
been coupled with limits on private contributions to, and overall 
spending by the publicly-fi nanced candidates. Davis foreclosed 
coercive eff orts to limit private spending in competition with 
public funding. Moreover, by undermining the rationale for 
limitations on corporate spending, Davis, and now Citizens 
United, threaten public fi nancing schemes with even greater 
competition from voluntary, private spending. 

Th e Presidential public fi nancing system consists of two 
programs. During primaries candidates are off ered matching 
funds of up to $250 from each contributor. Candidates who 
accept the fi nds are subject to a number of requirements, most 
signifi cantly a limit on overall spending. In the general election 
major party candidates may elect to receive a grant intended 
to fully fund the campaign, in return for eschewing all private 
funding. Between 1976 and 1996 virtually every presidential 
candidate opted in to both programs.

Since 2000 candidate participation in the public funding 
programs has eroded precipitously. In 2000 George W. Bush 
chose to forgo matching funds in the primary, calculating that 
he could raise far more in private funding, even at the cost of the 
$250 match. In 2002 the McCain-Feingold legislation doubled 
the contribution limit from $1,000 to $2,000 and indexed it 
for infl ation. McCain-Feingold did not, however, alter the 
presidential public funding laws. Th e eff ect was to reduce the 
value of the primary matching funds in comparison to the 
maximum allowable contribution by half from 1:4 to 1:8. By 
the next Presidential election the ratio will fall further to around 
1:10 due to indexing of the contribution limit. During the same 
period candidates, were able to harness Internet fundraising to 
increase signifi cantly the number and overall value of smaller 
donations. As a result, all of the strongest candidates opted out 
of the primary matching fund system in 2004, and only the 
weakest candidates accepted matching funds in 2008. Also last 
year Barack Obama chose to decline the general election grant, 
and was able to able to marshal $375 million for the general 
election, overwhelming the $84 million public grant paid John 
McCain.26 Based on this experience McCain declared public 
fi nancing “dead.”27

Reviving the Dead: Will Subsidies Do?

Th e death of the presidential public funding system 
has produced, naturally, calls to revive it. Revival requires, it 
seems more money: a far richer regime of subsidies to induce 
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candidates to accept public funding. Leaving aside the wisdom 
or political appeal of these proposals, the constitutional question 
raised by these subsidies is whether they are so rich as to 
encourage the very corruption the prevention of which is the 
constitutional and political raison d’etre for the very existence 
of public fi nancing. 

Davis aff ected the leading proposal to alter the presidential 
public fi nancing program nearly as dramatically as it upset 
state “clean elections” laws. Th e Presidential Funding Act of 
2007 proposed to increase spending limits and subsidy levels 
for publicly-funded candidates in presidential primaries based 
on spending by their privately-fi nanced opponents. For the 
general election, the bill would have doubled, from $100 to 
$200 million the grant for candidates facing privately-funded 
opponents who raised more than $300 million for the primary 
and general elections combined.28 Davis clearly placed such 
burdens on private spending out of constitutional bounds.29

Sponsors of the public fi nancing scheme for Congressional 
elections have reacted to this constitutional squeeze by giving 
up on explicit spending limits altogether.30 Prior versions of the 
Congressional public fi nancing legislation, like the Presidential 
scheme, employed subsidies to induce candidates to accept 
spending limits.31 Since candidates are apparently no longer 
willing to accept this bargain, the spending limits are dropped, 
and the subsidy regime is sweetened for no purpose other 
than to induce candidates to accept the subsidies. Th e current 
version of the “Fair Elections Now Act” would provide over $12 
million in subsidies to a Senate candidate for the primary and 
general elections in a medium-sized state in return for, and in 
addition to, approximately $2 million in private contributions.32 
Advocates of presidential public funding have not quite given 
up on spending limits, though one proposes increasing the limit 
to over $500 million for the combined primary and general 
election campaigns.33

A key feature of both the Presidential Funding Act 
and the Fair Elections Now Act is a matching fund system 
providing a government grant four or fi ve times the value of 
small contributions ($100 in the congressional scheme, $200 
in the presidential). While the funding scheme could reach a 
similar result in terms of value to a candidate by retaining a 1:1 
match but increasing the matchable component to $1,000 or 
more, public fi nancing advocates have another aim. Th ey seek 
to make a $200 contribution worth as much to a candidate 
as a $1,000 or larger contribution. Public fi nancing advocates 
seek, in other words, to equalize the fi nancial voices of smaller 
and larger donors. Th is purpose may be permissible under 
prevailing jurisprudence as an exercise of Congress’s spending 
or welfare powers, but after Davis it does not represent an 
interest suffi  cient to infringe upon candidates’ or contributors 
constitutional rights.34  Indeed, such an ominous and dangerous 
policy might even exceed the broad contours of the spending 
clause as no consistent with the general welfare.

Corruption on Steroids

Th e problem with multiple matching schemes is that 
they will inevitably, and substantially, increase corruption in 
the campaign fi nance system. Th e very existence of campaign 
contribution limits has sparked a variety of permissible eff orts 

to avoid them (such as independent spending by a candidate’s 
supporters), controversial eff orts to supplement them (such as 
with political party soft money or cost sharing), and plainly 
illegal eff orts to evade them. Th e most common form of evasion 
is for a wealthy donor to reimburse employees, associates, 
friends and relatives for making contributions to campaigns. An 
Ohio coin dealer admitted to giving $45,400 illegally in such 
a scheme and went to jail.35 In other instances, corporations 
reimburse employees for campaign donations. Little Rock 
attorney Tab Turner admitted to reimbursing approximately 
$10,000 in contributions from employees and relatives and 
paid a $50,000 fi ne.36 

Th e era of Internet fundraising appears to have made such 
outright lawbreaking easier to execute and more diffi  cult to 
remedy. Th e Obama campaign, for instance, initially accepted 
thousands of small contributions from fi ctitious donors with 
improbable names such as Doodad Pro ($17,130) and Good 
Will ($11,000).37 Unlike Turner, who left a trail of checks 
and paper credit card receipts, Mr. Pro and Mr. Will left only 
virtual tracks and apparently received no punishment other 
than getting their money back.

Th e presence of matching funds provides a dramatically 
increased incentive for conduit contributions: the returns of the 
illegal scheme are increased by the government match. Perpetual 
candidate Lyndon LaRouche had repeated run-ins with the 
FEC over improper eff orts to establish or increase eligibility 
for matching funds.38 Some candidates appear to have decided 
to campaign for the Presidency in part in order to multiply 
the value of otherwise legitimate contributions through the 
primary match fund program. Th ese cause-oriented candidates 
simply transferred permanent staff s and fundraising eff orts of 
their political organizations over to a presidential campaign in 
order to get the benefi t of a government subsidy (along with 
the notoriety of running for President).

With government subsidies of 400 or 500% of small 
contributions, it is all too easy to imagine an ACORN-like 
scheme in which an army of street-level fundraisers are paid 
bounties to fi nd small donors with no questions asked. Like 
walking-around money on election day, campaigns would 
not be paying people to contribute, just paying people to fi nd 
contributors. And if the contributors they found happened 
to be family members, friends, and neighbors, what could be 
more natural?

Even absent out-and-out fraud, professional fundraising 
organizations would fi nd the magnetic attraction of a 4:1 
match impossible to resist. Certain causes are capable of raising 
millions of dollars a year through direct mail and phone bank 
eff orts, but end up netting only pennies on the dollar.39 Under 
a 4:1 public fi nancing scheme, such organizations can simply 
anoint a prominent spokesman as a candidate, and turn a big 
profi t. Supporters of public fi nancing might well regret loosing 
the voices such a scheme would equalize.

If it has caused campaign reformers to abandon eff orts to 
stifl e political debate through spending limits, Davis represents a 
great step forward. Because pure (subsidy-only) public fi nancing 
schemes do not limit rights, they are less likely to suff er judicial 
invalidation. For this reason it is all the more important for 
policymakers to consider the corruption-inducing aspects of 
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massive government subsidies for political movements before 
embracing them as a cure for what ails the political system.
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